PANAMA
Five days in heaven

Participants on this trip were: Natalie Jacobs (Fame Travel Designers), Ylonka Smets
(BCD Belgium), Anne Schelfhof (Tellus I&T Company), Therry Delcroix (Travex), Joyce
Denie (BTS Travel), Anne Cormond (Preference), Corinne Périn (Apogheos), Sofie
Rowaert (Thomas Cook), Joost Ligthart (Travelmediate) and Patricia Vanhassel (Air
France). Not pictured are Anne Schelfhof and Karin de Graauw.

Last month, BBT Online joined several Belgian incentive houses for a 5-day trip to Panama – the small tropical country with the world famous canal linking the Atlantic with
the Pacific Ocean as well as North with South America. It proved to be a surprising and
unbelievably varied trip. The programme – put together by DMC Quetzal Motivo, Travelmediate and Air France/KLM – was a treat. Every day was completely different from the
previous one and every activity could happen without any long transfers, since everything
is always close by in this small country.
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P

anama is an enticing destination. Almost everywhere else nature, wildlife and traditional cultures
are disappearing, but here it seems time stands still.
There is still vast, wild and almost impenetrable rainforest to discover, there are seven indigenous tribes
to meet and animals are plentiful and can not only be
seen in the wild, but near the edges of the capital as
well.
On top of that, the country sports not one, but two
long and completely different coastlines. The Atlantic
coast is drenched in Caribbean rhythms, while the giant
waves of the Pacific are a surfer’s paradise. Throw a
vibrant capital in the mix and you could say Panama
has it all. Let’s take a look.

Panama City
Panama City is located right on the pacific coast, and
its forest of dazzling skyscrapers gives it an American
vibe. It’s one of the main trade hubs of the region and
one of the most cosmopolitan cities in Central America,
which makes it a dynamic and colourful destination.
Casco Viejo – on its own peninsula – is the historic
centre and feels completely different from the modern
city. Here you’ll find cobblestone alleys, underground
bars and intimate boutique hotels.
It has a very cosy colonial atmosphere. This quarter
hasn’t been completely renovated like for example
Cartagena in Columbia, but the crumbling old buildings

have a charm of their own, and make the quarter feel
less like a tourist trap.

locks on the Caribbean side of Panama and had a speed
boat ride on the canal, which was very exciting.

The Panama Canal
If you have to think of something you know about
Panama, 99% of people will mention the canal. It’s been
named one of the 7 wonders of the modern world,
and it became one of the most important waterways
worldwide since it opened for business in 1914. Huge
ships pass through it every day – about 14,000 ocean
goers per year – while the jungle stretches out along
both shores.

Meeting the Embera Indians
On our third day in Panama, we took a 4x4 drive to
Chagres National Park – a huge patch of wet rainforest
and rivers needed to produce enough water for the
canal to operate, for the people to drink and for generating electricity in Panama City and Colon.

There are several spots to marvel at the canal, some
close to the capital. Our group took a look at the Gatun

Here we met the Embera Indians, who gracefully
welcomed us to one of their traditional villages. Getting
there was as fun an experience as actually meeting
them was. We sailed right up the river in little boats,
with only the sound of nature accompanying us. There

was no one else there. Not hundreds of other boats like
in some other, more touristic regions or countries. Panama is a very unspoilt destination in that sense, and it’s
an absolute breath of fresh air.
The Pearl Islands
We were fortunate enough to discover the coast of
Panama as well – we even spent a day on the beach of
the Pearl Islands off the Pacific coast (Archipiélago de
las Perlas). Several of these islands (there are 200 in
total) have luxurious resorts – especially Isla Contadora
– and attract the local rich & famous who have holiday
homes here. Other islands are almost or completely
uninhabited.

On the bigger islands, huge swaths of forest can be
found, as well as rivers, mountains and mangroves. The
water around the islands is full of marine life: colourful
fish, dolphins, turtles and even whales. Snorkelling and
scuba diving are very popular activities.
The Hotels
The first hotel we stayed in was the Hilton Panama – a
brand new venue that has not even officially opened
yet. The location is fantastic, right next to the historic
old town of Panama city and overlooking the ocean.
It offers 194 rooms and suites – 52 with an outdoor
terrace, and plenty of meeting space. Great place to
stay in the city.

Strøget

Our second hotel was the Westin Playa Bonita, a
giant resort along a white sandy beach a couple of km
outside of the city centre. They offer no less than 611
rooms with either ocean or rainforest views, and 20
multipurpose meeting rooms. Everything is very spacious, which is a big plus. But if we have to pick one of
two, we’ll go for the Hilton.
We also visited the American Trade Hotel in Panama
City’s old town, a boutique hotel in colonial style. It was
an absolute gem on every level.
The last venue we visited was the Trump Hotel Panama. In my eyes it was a huge disappointment. The
venue resembles the man itself: expensive, pompous
and without much real class.

Conclusion
Our five days in Panama made us fall in love with the
country. It’s quite small, but it has it all: rainforests,
mountains, pristine beaches, vibrant cities, great venues, exciting wildlife and lots of cultural experiences to
enjoy. And all of this so close to each other.
You can organise such varied programmes here,
without any long transfers or flights, without spending
hours in a boring hot bus. Incentives in Panama are
only about relaxing and enjoying. Not about losing time.
And that’s a fantastic advantage.
For more pictures of this trip, please check out our
Facebook page.

Quetzal Motivo

We were invited by Travelmediate who represent
the DMC Quetzal Motivo in Belgium – a Central
American company specialised in incentive and VIP
travel, offering experiences in six countries in the
area: in Panama of course, but also in Costa Rica,
Belize, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua. This
last country is becoming very popular in recent
years. It’s the largest country in Central America,
and offers a mix between fantastic nature and culture, great colonial architecture and world-class
venues. If you’re interested, click the link here to
take a look at Quetzal Motivo’s presentation.
We flew to Panama thanks to Air France /KLM and
Patricia Van Hassel: pavanhassel@airfrance.fr
www.travelmediate.nl / joost@travelmediate.nl
www.quetzalmotivo.com / hocine@quetzalmotivo.com
For some Travelmediate movies on Panama, click
here.

Yes, they have Christmas trees made of candy in the Tivoli Gardens. No, they do not allow you to eat them, we’re very sorry.

